RESTORATION OF THE CORNER COMMON TO
SECTIONS 16, 17, 20 AND 21, T3N, R10W, W.M.

At the corner I find the 3/4" galvanized iron pipe set by P. L. Thompson on February 13, 1951, recorded in County B.T. Record Book 2, Page 115, and on County Survey B-299, from which original B.T.'s scribed by C. J. Handley in September 1873, bear as follows: The 108" spruce at N 52° E 34 links is now a large mound of rotten wood and logs. The 8" hemlock at N 30° W 120 links is no longer present. The 8" hemlock at S 48° W 14 links is now a rotten and shattered hemlock stub which bears S 48° W 0.8 feet to old face with portions of original reverse scribes "B.T." visible. A 10" hemlock at S 52° E 9 links is now a fallen log about 20" in diameter. I chop this log open and find original reverse scribes "B.T." visible. The 15" spruce scribed by P. L. Thompson on February 13, 1951, is now a 44" spruce with chopped out face that bears N 33° E 50.5 feet to 8" spike I set at base of tree. The 32" spruce and two 10" hemlocks scribed by the Oregon Parks Division in 1975 and reported in County B. T. Book 6, Page 166, are all in place and bear as follows: The 32" spruce at N 17° W 69.7 feet is now a 45" spruce with overgrown face that bears N 15° W 68.95 feet to 8" spike I set below face. The 10" hemlock at S 79° W 28.9 feet is now an 18" hemlock with overgrown face that bears S 79° W 28.50 feet to 8" spike I set below face. The 10" hemlock at S 23° 15° E 28.8 feet is now a 14" hemlock with overgrown face that bears S 22° E 28.25 feet to 8" spike I set at base of tree.

I removed Thompson's 3/4" x 35" iron pipe and a very rusty 1-1/2" x 20" flat iron bar driven along the west side of said pipe, and in place of Thompson's pipe I set flush with the ground a 2" x 36" concrete filled galvanized iron pipe with a 3" brass cap stamped "T3N R10W S16 S17 S20 S21 1996 LS 849." Set steel fence with location tag 3' east. Found Oregon State Park's steel paddleboard 4' west.
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